Hi gang, as you can see the ARES reports are about nill so I think I will merge these few into into the KAR newsletter so i'll need copies of your reports to the SM in time for them to go out on the 7th of the month and remove the 12th as report day.

TU all for the reports!

Orlan WØOYH
ur kar ed

Kent KBØRWI
ARES Zone 1B Douglas Co. – Bill KCØNFL

Monthly DEC/EC Report

Jurisdiction: 1B Month: Jan Year 2013

AMATEUR RADIO EMERGENCY SERVICE

Total number of ARES members: 19 Change since last month: -1 (+, -, or same)

Local Net Name: Douglas County ARES Net Total sessions 8

NTS liaison is maintained with the Net

Number of drills, tests and training sessions this month: 8 Person hours 8.5

Number of public service events this month: 0 Person hours 0

Number of emergency operations this month: 0 Person hours 0

Total number of ARES operations this month: 8 Total Person hours 8.5

Comments:
We continued a second ARES net on the Kansas talkgroup of the DMR network. It covers the Kansas City, Basehor, Lawrence and Hays areas. As more repeaters are added to the system it will grow. The new net is immediately following the conclusion of the 2m net at 2000 Hrs on Sundays and everyone is welcome to check in. Nothing new for the beginning of the year. I am collecting information for the upcoming events this year.

73, Bill kc0nfl

Signature: William L Musick Title: (EC or DEC) EC Call sign: KC0NFL
W0EVJ ARES Zone 1D - Francis

ARES Zone 1D Pottawatomie & Jackson Co. - Francis W0EVJ

January 31, 2013 ARES Net Report to KS DEC & SEC
Jurisdiction Zone 1D – Pottawatomie & Jackson Counties

AMATEUR RADIO EMERGENCY SERVICE

Total no. of ARES members: 8  Change since last month: 0

Local Net name: Pottawatomie & Jackson Co, ARES Net

Repeater: KØHAM  146.955-/88.5  ARES/RACES Net: Thursday 1930 LCT

QNI: 40  QTC: 0  No. of sessions: 5  Person operating hours: 12 hr 05 min

Stations Participating:

5 Sessions:  W0EVJ  N0OVT  WV0R
4 Sessions  KC0RRS  KC0RYF
3 Sessions:  KD0KDF
2 Sessions:  N0WNT
1 Sessions:  AC0CY  KB0DTI  KD0IXZ  KD0MEI  N0MNG
             KD0NQQ  WQ0P  KC0PDY  KC0SGW  W0MAF
             KD0QXY  K0KAB

Liaison with other nets:  MAARS Manhattan 2m by W0EVJ

No. of ARES drills, test & training sessions: 5  Person op. Hours: 12 hr 05 min

No. of drills/Emergency sessions: 0  Person op. hours:

No Public Service events; 0  Person op. hours:

Comments: EC Francis Sable W0EVJ is net control using battery power.
EC Francis gives a brief tutorial in emergency comm at each session
EC W0EVJ monitors 146.52
EC W0EVJ participated in the Manhattan (MAARS) Field day event

Zone Delta 1:  EC W0EVJ Francis Sable  (785)-456-9154

Report by: Asst EC WV0R Herm Belderok  (785)-437-3077  wv0r@oct.net
cc: Ron Cowan KB0DTI  <kd0dti@arrl.org>  
Francis Sable W0EVJ<fsable@kansas.net>:  
Chris Trudo<ctrudo@pottcounty.org:  
Orlan Cook W0OYH<orlan@everestkc.net>:  
Fulmer, Phillis  
John D'Aloia<seesaw@oct.net>  

David ARES Zone 2A – KØKSI

ARES Zone 2B Cloud, Jewell & Rep Co. – Stan  
WAØCCW

S0IWS,WA0CCW  
73  
Stan C, WAØCCW

ARES Zone 2C – WØPBV
Hi gang, as you can see the ARES reports are about nil so I think I will merge these few into into the KAR newsletter so i'll need copies of your reports to the SM in time for them to go out on the 7th of the month and remove the 12th as report day.
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Orlan WØOYH
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Dist 3B Phillips and Norton County ARES conducted 4 nets on the AA0HJ and KD0ARW linked repeaters during January 2013.

QNI 30
QTC 0
Time 34 Minutes.

Participating stations:
AA0OM, KD0ARW, AA0HJ, N0RLT, AA0ND, N0LL, KD0CJF, KB0QGT, AA0QO, KD0TS, KC0JMC.

Bill AA0OM

No further ARES activities.

ARES Zone 4A  Johnson Co – Brian KCØBS

JANUARY 2013 MONTHLY ARES REPORT TO DEC & SEC

Total of ACTIVE ARES members: +0  133

Local Net Name:  Johnson County ARES

Emergency Coordinator = Brian Short KCØBS  913-638-7373
Alternate Emergency Coordinator = Jim Andera K0NK  913-884-6613
Assistant Emergency Coordinators:
Steve Rainey WD0DPB - Spec Events
George McCarville WB0CNK - Training, Drills
Matt May KC4WCG - IDs, MECC
Bill Gery KA2FNK - Recruiting, Technology
Darren Martin N0MZW - Net Manager
Stan Frear KA5WEI - Membership
Del Sawyer K0DDS - CERT
Duncan Maclachlan KU0DM - Rapid Response, Youth Outreach
Denny Healzer KC0ZDS - KCHEART

NTS liaison is maintained with the KS SSB Net:
Dan Reed N0ZIZ Jim Andera K0NK
George McCarville WB0CNK Jim Cordill KI0BK
Debbie Britain AB0UY June Jeffers KB0WEQ
Rich Britain N0ENO Terry Reim WA0DTH
Wretha Galeener KC0HHO

NTS CW Net: Dan Reed N0ZIZ

Net Sessions: 36
QNI: 256
QTC: 12

4 nets = 2 Meter Voice
4 nets = CW
4 nets = 6 Meter
4 nets = 2 Meter Voice Simplex
4 nets = PSK 31 SATUREN
4 nets = Conference Bridge Packet
4 nets = 70CM
4 nets = 1.25 Meter
4 nets = SATUREN 80 meter SSB

JOCO ARES Congratulates NZ0F, Herb Fiddick on being appointed the state RACES officer for Kansas!

I look forward to working closely with Herb to help make RACES an effective state disaster resource once again.

Statewide leadership is critical to any disaster response organization, and I look forward to the day that Kansas will have active leaders in both RACES and ARES.

Brian L Short, PMP--KC0BS
JOCO ARES EC shortyland.com, kc0bs.com, hamclass.org, ks0jc.com, k0ham.com, ksrepeater.com, kcaprs.org

Report prepared by:
Darren Martin N0MZW
Johnson County Kansas
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ARES 4-I REPORT
JANUARY, 2013

ARES 4-I :25 MEMBERS
REGULAR VHF NET 4 / CHECKIN /66 : TRAFFIC / 0
SKY WARN /TORNADO WARNING: NET 0 / CHECKIN / 0, TRAFFIC / 0
KS SSB NET LIAISON/ AA0DF
AFMARS LIAISON/ K0UER/AFA7VP, KC0NFG/AFA7MP

LOCAL EARS REPEATER: EMPORIA, KS. / K0HAM 146.985 T 88.5 / SIMPLEX 146.580
147.045 T88.5/ K0HAM LINK SYSTEM @ MATFIELD GREEN
70CM REPEATER: 443.000 + PL TONE 103.5 K0ESU REPEATER

SIGNED: MICHAEL PATE/KC0NFG
ARES 4-I E.C.

---

ARES Zone 6E Scott, Lane & Greely Co, - Rod KØEQH

Kansas Zones 6E, A & G ARES Net Report-January 2013

Total sessions............5
Total QNI..................30
No traffic

Stations Participating: NØOMC, KCØAMF, KØBAJ, WBØQYA, NØKQX, NØOXQ,
ACØE, KDØCYE, KDØDWM, KØEQH

Rod KØEQH  NCS